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Abstract
Boron carbide, used as a neutron absorber, undergoes nuclear reactions pro-
ducing relevant quantities of He. The understanding of He kinetics at the
atomic scale in the material is still in its infancy, in spite of decades of exper-
imental work devoted to the characterization of He containing, irradiated,
boron carbide samples. The interplay of He itself with intrinsic defects cre-
ated by irradiation on kinetics is still almost completely unknown.
In this paper we present an exhaustive study of vacancies and substitu-
tional helium impurities in boron carbide using Density Functional Theory.
Analyzing the stability and mobility of these defects allows us to consider
diffusion mechanisms other than the known interstitial mechanisms.
We find that vacancies trap He interstitials, raising the activation energy
of 2D diffusion to approximately 2 eV. The trapping mechanism is different
according to the charge state of the vacancy : in p-type conditions, when
vacancies are neutral or positive, He diffuses via a dissociative mechanisms
and is trapped in a substitutional position; in n-type conditions, negative
vacancies trap He atoms traveling in an adjacent {111} plane by a charge
transfer driven distorsion.
No favorable vacancy assisted diffusion mechanism was identified for sub-
stitutional He atoms, except the dissociative one previously mentioned. Other
possible vacancy diffusion mechanisms, which we also analyzed, are hindered
by the high activation energy of vacancy self-diffusion.
Keywords: Density functional theory, Boron carbide, Helium, Vacancies,
Kinetics, Nudged elastic bands
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1. Introduction
Boron carbide, due to the very high neutron absorption cross-section of
the boron isotope 10B, and fairly smooth dependence of it on neutron energy,
has been extensively employed as neutron absorber in the nuclear industry
for several decades, including for fast breeder reactors[1, 2].
It constitutes the core of the control rods, placed among the fuel rods
in the reactor, which are meant to regulate the rate of fuel fission or to
shutdown the reactor. It is crucial to maintain the integrity of control rods
for security and operational management, but due to the degradation of
irradiated boron carbide, a brittle material, their lifetime, which is around
10 to 15 years in thermal neutron reactors, drops to less than 5 years in
fast neutron reactors [2]. Being at the core of the nuclear power plant, the
replacement of control rods is expensive and has to be carried out when the
reactor is shut down. Therefore, optimizing boron carbide behavior under
irradiation is one of the key features of next generation nuclear power plants
viability.
Boron carbide is also increasingly widespread among other important
technological applications, in particular related to its hardness —one of the
highest known—, low density and good chemical stability, like for example
armor plating [3, 4], processing tools, composites fibers and more. As a
semiconductor, it could perhaps be envisaged for functional applications;
however the wide stoichiometry range and still not fully understood atomic
disorder has, up to now, prevented such applications.
In spite of the technological importance of the material both self- and
impurity diffusion, which are important in processing, microstructure control,
and irradiation behavior, are very scarcely understood in this material.
In particular, the interplay of helium and the point defects created by
neutron irradiation, and their mobility, is crucial in order to understand and
control the formation of helium bubbles, which ultimately control internal
strain[5] and the lifetime of control rods[2].
Boron carbide, somewhat improperly often referred to as B4C, occurs in
variable stoichiometry. In order to explain these features various defective
structures were investigated, in particular chain vacancies[6, 7], antisites[8, 9]
and, very recently, boron interstitials[10]. The goal was, however, mainly
phase stability and not the properties of isolated defects, nor their role in
mass transport kinetics. In spite of a number of experimental works devoted
to helium bubbles[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and the related
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question of helium kinetics[20, 22, 23, 24], not much is known on self-diffusion.
In a previous theoretical work we showed how helium interstitial 2D dif-
fusion could bias the shape of helium bubbles[25]. A subsequent theoretical
study[26] has confirmed our results for He and investigated the mobility of
lithium, the other product of the nuclear reaction triggered by 10B neutron
absorption. Although some results on neutral vacancies where presented in
these two works, no attempt was made to assess the influence of such defects
on the mobility of He.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of He bubble formation under
irradiation conditions it is necessary to assess the role of intrinsic defects cre-
ated by irradiation and, in particular, the role of vacancies, which constitute
possible bubble nucleation sprouts.
In this work we focus on the influence of intrinsic vacancies created under
irradiation on the diffusion of helium, which is produced by nuclear reactions
in boron carbide submitted to a neutron flux. Such a picture can also be
simulated by helium implantation[20], possibly coupled with ion irradiation.
We investigate the possible mechanisms at the atomic scale by means of
first principles calculations in the framework of Density Functional Theory
(DFT).
The paper is organised as follows : in section 2 we discuss methodological
aspects of our calculations. The results section 3 is splitted in two subsec-
tions: the first, 3.1, devoted to vacancy formation and migration, the second,
3.2 to substitutional helium and its migration mechanisms involving vacan-
cies. We conclude with a discussion on the possible contribution of those
mechanisms to He diffusion (section 4).
2. Computational Details
The results presented in this paper rest upon first-principles calculations
as formulated in the Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework. Defect
stability and defect mobility are respectively quantified in term of formation
energy and migration energy obtained through total energy calculations of
several configurations.
Boron carbide rhombohedral phase exists over a large range of stoichiom-
etry: the literature reports boron carbides from 8.6 to 18.8 at.%C [27, 28]
even if precise boundaries are still under debates [29]. These stoichiometry
changes in boron carbide are thought to be accomodated thanks to local
disorder in the structure [30]. Thus model structures of boron carbide are
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Figure 1: The B11C
pCBC structure, atoms are divided in 4 groups : polar (C3, B2, B3,
B4), equatorial (B5, B6, B7, B8), chain end (C1, C2) and chain center (B1).
necessarily approximations. In this study we chose to represent the boron
carbide bulk crystal by the carbon-rich crystallographic structure B11C
pCBC
(Cp ≡ carbon in polar position) which is considered as the most stable theo-
retical structure over the whole homogeneity range at 0 K [31, 32, 33]. This
structure is described by a 15-atom elementary cell of rhombohedral sym-
metry with an icosahedron B11C at each vertex and a chain C−B−C on the
main diagonal (〈111〉 direction). The 12 icosahedron sites are divided in two
distinct types resulting from their chemical environment : the 6 equatorial
sites which are bonded to the chains (B5, B6, B7, B8) and the 6 polar sites
which are directly bonded to other icosahedra (C3, B2, B3, B4) ; the chain
sites correspond to the carbon extremities (C1, C2) called chain end and the
boron chain center B1 (Fig. 1).
Boron carbide is experimentally observed of rhombohedral symmetry [34],
and carbon atoms on the icosahedra are supposed to be found randomly dis-
tributed between the six crystallographically equivalent polar sites. Thus
the use of periodic boundary conditions leads to an unphysical periodic ar-
rangment of the carbons on the icosahedra which breaks the rhombohedral
symmetry into monoclinic symmetry. The resulting distorsion being rela-
tively weak, the cell symmetry was constrained to rhombohedral symmetry
by using the averaged monoclinic cell parameters of the equilibrium structure.
The different configurations were then relaxed at the equilibrium volume to
conserve the rhombohedral symmetry.
Total energies were computed with the open-source code Quantum Espresso
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[35] using a GGA-based vdW-DF functional [36] which combines an opti-
mized Becke86 exchange component with non-local van der Waals correlation
part, as used in a previous work on He in boron carbide[25]. Defect calcula-
tions were carried out in a 2×2×2 supercell to approach the dilute limit of
the defect. The Brillouin zone of the supercell was sampled with a 2×2×2
Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh and the wave function kinetic energy cutoff
was set to 80 Ry. In order to overcome the DFT band gap problem [37],
calculations were also performed with the HSE06 hybrid functional [38, 39]
to get a better description of charge transition levels of defects.
Charged defect calculations with the supercell method induce spurious in-
teractions between the periodic images of the defect; thus long-range electro-
static interactions between charged defects were corrected with the Madelung
monopole term of the Makov & Paine approach[40, 41]. The latter is ex-
pressed, for a lattice of charges q separated by a typical length L, as q
2α
2L
where α stands for the Madelung constant of the lattice and  stands for
the dielectric constant of the material. Using the static dielectric constant
calculated for the B11C
pCBC structure 0 ≈ 8, the monopole correction was
evaluated at 0.27q2 eV. This first order correction was found sufficient to
obtain converged energies within 0.05 eV of the asymptotic value with our
2×2×2 supercells, as shown in Fig. 2.
Then the formation energy of a given defect in charge state q is computed
as :
Eqf (µe) = E
defect
tot − Eperfecttot +
∑
i
∆niµ
∗
i + q × (EV BM + µe) + EMadelungcorr
where ∆ni and µ
∗
i are associated respectively with the lack or excess of the
atomic species i and its chemical potential in the thermodynamic conditions
of the material. In the following sections, formation energies are expressed
in the carbon-rich thermodynamical condition. Carbon chemical potential
was set to the atomic energy of graphite and helium chemical potential was
set to the energy of an isolated He atom. The zero of the electron chemical
potential was set to the valence band top of the perfect structure.
Eventually migration energies were calculated thanks to the Nudged Elas-
tic Band method [42] as implemented in the PWneb module of Quantum
Espresso distribution. Minimum energy migration paths were interpolated
based on at least 5 discrete images, each relaxed below atomic forces of 0.05
eV/A˚.
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Figure 2: Convergence of the B1 vacancy formation energy versus supercell volume (num-
ber of atoms on the top x-axis) for neutral and negative charge states with and without the
monopole correction. The two points for the 404-atom supercell stands for Γ and 2×2×2
BZ sampling.
3. Results
In order to consider the interaction of vacancies with helium impurities
and the possibility of vacancy-driven diffusion mechanisms, several key mi-
grations are investigated. First we focus on the stability and migration of
an isolated vacancy, a prerequisite to any mechanism involving vacancies.
Then the association and dissociation of He impurities with vacancies, i.e.,
the formation and annihilation of substitutional impurities, are examined.
3.1. Stability and mobility of an isolated vacancy
For the sake of completeness, vacancy stability was studied on the 11 non-
equivalent sites of the B11C
pCBC structure. Table 1 reports the formation
energies of neutral vacancies and their charge transition levels.
Our charged vacancies calculations confirm that chain vacancies are more
favorable than icosahedral vacancies[25, 26], especially the boron chain center
vacancy which is the most stable vacancy in the structure by far.
Because of its predominance, the boron chain center (B1) vacancy sta-
bility was investigated using semilocal and hybrid functionals. The latter
yielded slightly higher formation energies than GGA calculations but the
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qualitative picture is unchanged. In Fig. 3 the formation energies are repre-
sented with two different conventions:
In panel a) the GGA and HSE formation energies are compared with
the usual x-axis convention, aligning at µe = 0 both valence band maxima,
whereas in Fig. 3b GGA and HSE band structures are referred to a common
absolute level[43] and only HSE valence band maximum is set to µe = 0. The
experimental band gap at 2.09 eV [44] is also displayed (as ”Exp. CBM”) to
account for the discrepancies coming from the idealized B11C
pCBC structure
of boron carbide. This double representation highlights the fact that the
shift of the charge transition levels is mostly explained by the valence band
shift between GGA and HSE calculations, as previously shown for a variety
of defects in materials[43].
Based on our results, the chain center vacancy is expected to be positively
charged or neutral in strongly or moderate p-type materials, and negatively
charged in intrinsic and n-type conditions. The boron chain center vacancy
adopts different geometries depending on its charge state. The distance be-
tween the two carbon atoms of the chain, evaluated at 2.90 A˚ for the neutral
defect with HSE functional, increases to 3.14 A˚ when charged +1 and drops
to 1.90 A˚ when charged -1. The negatively charged geometry change is sim-
ilar to the formation of the C−C bond described by Raucoules et al. [7] in
high pressure LDA calculations. This is confirmed by the analysis of the
charge density along the neutral and charged defective chains, as shown in
Figure 4, with the significative increase of the electron density between the
two carbon atoms in the negative charge state.
Icosahedral vacancies have formation energies ranging from 4.42 to 5.82
eV in the neutral state and they become positively charged near the valence
band edge and negatively charged above µe ≈ 1.0 eV (see Table 1). Due
to their very high formation energy, icosahedral vacancies are metastable
configurations towards the chain center vacancy. Even though icosahedral
vacancies have similar formation energies, polar and equatorial vacancies
cannot be considered as equally stable. Indeed the relaxation starting from
some of the equatorial configurations converged to the boron chain center
configuration, showing that equatorial vacancies may be simply unstable.
Probing the energy landscape around icosahedral vacancies confirmed this
behavior showing that, for equatorial vacancies, the barrier to convert to a
chain vacancy is either zero or extremely small and that the barrier between
polar vacancies and the chain center vacancy is high enough to guarantee
their stability ; thus in the following polar vacancies are considered stable
7
Figure 3: Formation energy of the chain center vacancy as a function of the Fermi level.
Two different representations are displayed: a) GGA and HSE valence band maxima
(VBM) are aligned at µe = 0, b) HSE and GGA charge transition levels are referred to a
common absolute level[43] and only HSE VBM is aligned at µe = 0.
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Figure 4: A comparison of the charge density along the line connecting the two carbon
atoms C1 and C2 adjacent to the chain center boron vacancy in neutral and negative
charge state. The black points above the curve indicate the positions of the carbon atoms
in both configurations. The vertical dashed lines show the separation between icosahedra
and chain regions. For the Q=+1 charge state (not shown) the charge density is almost
identical to the neutral case.
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and equatorial vacancies are considered unstable.
In order to limit the complexity of the study, carbon vacancies were not
considered in the migration processes. Their migration would imply the
creation of antisite defects whose study goes beyond the scope of this work.
Moreover, equatorial vacancies being unstable, carbon chain vacancies would
not have obvious migration paths. Therefore vacancy diffusion mechanisms
are restricted to migrations involving polar boron vacancies and the chain
center vacancy.
The B1 vacancy being the most stable configuration, elementary jumps
between two chain centers were examined at first. The least energetic di-
rect jump between two chain centers has been determined with an energy
barrier of 4.73 eV in the neutral state, which makes it very unlikely to be
the main diffusion mechanism for vacancies. To find other migration paths
for vacancies, polar vacancies are considered as intermediate configurations.
The straightforward chain-polar mechanism combines a jump from the chain
center to an icosahedra pole, possibly an exchange of the polar vacancy with
one of its neighbour and eventually the landing of the vacancy on an other
chain center (Fig. 5). These steps have respectively been evaluated with en-
ergy barriers of 3.72 eV, 0.80 eV and 0.85 eV. The limiting step is indeed the
chain center to polar vacancy jump due to the large formation energy differ-
ence. Even if this chain-polar mechanism has a very high activation energy,
it is still more favorable than the direct chain-chain migration path. Theo-
retically polar vacancies could also jump directly to other icosahedra with a
calculated energy barrier of 1.99 eV (in the neutral charge state) and provide
long-range diffusion through a polar-polar mechanism with lower activation
energy. The impact of this mechanism should be assessed as a function of va-
cancy supersaturation; however, at equilibrium, the contribution of this kind
of mechanism is thought to be rather limited because the formation energy
of polar vacancies is very high. The main diffusion mechanism of vacancies is
thus the chain-polar mechanism, with a migration energy of 3.72 eV and an
activation energy (formation+migration) of 5.3 eV for the neutral vacancy
and that might be a few tenths of an eV lower for charged species, depending
on the Fermi level position. This high activation energy for vacancy diffusion
is not surprising if we compare it to other semiconducting carbides like silicon
carbide.[45]
A recent work by You and coworkers[26], devoted to neutral defects,
reached similar conclusions concerning migration energies. However, slightly
higher energy barriers for the equatorial to chain center jump are reported,
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Figure 5: Migration energy profiles for the chain-to-polar conversion mechanism for va-
cancies in positive, neutral and negative charge state.
Site/Defect V 0 
+1/0
V 
0/−1
V He
0 
+1/0
He 
0/−1
He
chain center B1 1.55 - 0.36 3.59 0.41 1.51
chain end
C1 2.78 - 0.82 × × ×
C2 2.92 - 0.80 × × ×
polar
C3 4.59 0.20 1.47 5.85 0.24 1.50
B2 4.42 0.58 1.11 5.77 0.59 1.33
B3 5.82 - 1.00 7.38 0.15 0.76
B4 5.36 0.52 0.96 6.71 0.57 1.16
equatorial
B5 5.19 0.93 1.07 × × ×
B6 × × × × × ×
B7 × × × × × ×
B8 4.49 0.28 0.90 × × ×
Table 1: Formation energies and charge transition levels for vacancies and substitutional
helium in boron carbide with the GGA functional; the × symbols indicate unstable con-
figurations and the - symbols indicate charge transition levels lying outsite the band gap.
Energy units are eV.
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leading to consider the equatorial site as a stable position for migrations.
In particular, the authors suggest that the migration from the polar to the
chain center site is composed of two elementary jumps: one of 1.00 eV be-
tween the polar and the equatorial site and another jump of 0.18 eV between
the equatorial and the chain center site. The migration from polar to chain
center that we propose instead is a direct jump between the polar and the
chain center site with an energy barrier around 0.80 eV. These discrepan-
cies, which might arise from slightly different approximations (in particular
the exchange-correlation functional) do not change the global picture of va-
cancy diffusion. Our study, in addition, clearly highlights the importance
of the treatment of charged defects in boron carbide as illustrated with the
stability of the chain center vacancy.
3.2. Helium impurities and vacancies
The introduction of vacancies in the model allows us to consider diffusion
mechanisms other than the direct interstitial mechanism previously studied
by Schneider et al.[25]. Indeed with the presence of intrinsic vacancies and
interstitial impurities comes the possibility of substitutional impurity forma-
tion. Table 1 reports the formation energies and the charge transition levels
of substitutional helium atoms and of vacancies.
Being chemically inert, the neutral substitutional helium adopts quite
the same site preference as the neutral vacancy: the chain center helium is
the most stable substitutional defect, the polar icosahedral helium is very
expensive in terms of energy, and the equatorial helium is to be considered
unstable. However, in the case of the substitutional impurity, the carbon
chain sites are also unstable in all charge states.
Compared to the isolated vacancy, the charge transition levels of the chain
center helium are shifted towards the middle of the band gap (Fig. 6a, 6b)
while the polar sites charge transition levels are only marginally affected by
the presence of helium. This behavior is presumably the consequence of the
geometric nature of the chain center vacancy: the helium impurity is more
favorable in an open chain and its presence prevents the formation of a C−C
bond.
To evaluate the effect of vacancies on the direct interstitial mechanism,
the interactions between interstitial helium impurities and vacancies were
studied. To remind the work of Schneider et al.[25], the two dominant types
of helium interstitials sites are called ”Type 2” and ”Type 3” (or P2 and
P3, see Fig. 7). The Type 2 position corresponds to 6 quasi-equivalent sites
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Figure 6: Formation energy of the chain center helium impurity as a function of the Fermi
level. Two different representations are displayed: a) GGA and HSE VBM are aligned
at µe = 0, b) HSE and GGA charge transition levels are referred to a common absolute
level[43] and only HSE VBM is aligned at µe = 0.
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Figure 7: Helium interstitial positions in the rhombohedral elementary cell. Polar atoms
are not represented for convenience. Type 2 and Type 3 helium sites are respectively
coloured in green and blue.
located around the C−B−C chain. As for the Type 3 positions, it refers
to two sites situated near the chain carbon atoms, in the prolongation of
the C−B−C chain, along the 〈111〉 direction of the rhombohedral cell. The
formation energies of Type 2 and Type 3 sites are quite similar, ranging from
2.85 to 3.18 eV with our parameters.
Our calculations show that the Type 2 interstitial configurations are un-
stable in presence of a positive and neutral B1 vacancy located nearby in
the same {111} slice (the region containing a CBC chain between two {111}
planes). In these charge states, the substitutional impurity is energetically
more favorable and the migration barrier from Type 2 interstitial is less than
0.1 eV. However for the negative chain center vacancy, the substitutional
helium is less favorable and the migration barrier reaches 0.98 eV (Fig. 8c).
Again these results are directly related to the geometric behavior of the B1
vacancy, which in the negative charge state forms a C−C bond. Polar icosa-
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hedral vacancies are also strong attractors for interstitial helium atoms :
adjacent Type 2 and 3 sites are no longer stable in presence of polar vacan-
cies in any charge state. If we except the negative B1 substitutional atom,
substitutional helium defects are favorable by more than 1.00 eV compared
to the interstitial helium defects in presence of vacancies.
As stated previously, in presence of substitutional impurities we can con-
sider other diffusion mechanisms, in particular vacancy mechanisms and
Frank-Turnbull dissociative ones [46, 47, 48].
Let us consider first classical vacancy mechanisms[47, 48]; they involve
the exchange between a He substitutional impurity and a nearby vacancy,
their association/dissociation as a bound complex, and the migration of the
two members close or far from each others. A helium/vacancy exchange be-
tween two chain centers or a chain center and a polar site provided migration
paths with energy barriers included between 0.60 and 1.60 eV. However, ac-
cording to some test calculations we performed, the migration of vacancies
in proximity of a substitutional helium atom involves barriers that are even
higher than for the chain-polar mechanism described earlier in this paper
for the isolated vacancy, whose activation energy is 3.72 eV. Thus, in spite
of the relatively low exchange barriers, the very low mobility of vacancies
compared to the mobility of interstitial helium atoms precludes the straight-
foward identification of convenient vacancy-driven mechanisms.
Let us now discuss the Frank-Turnbull dissociative mechanism[46, 47, 48];
for this the main defect reactions to be considered are the association of a He
interstitial with a vacancy to form a substitutional impurity and its dissoci-
ation. Given the high formation energies of the polar helium atoms we focus
here only on the chain center vacancy: as a nearby Type 2 interstitial site
is found to be unstable, the migration describing this mechanism involves
the nearest Type 3 interstitial (Fig. 8a and 8c). For neutral and positive
charge states, the migration energy from the interstitial to the substitutional
configuration depends only on the Type 3 - Type 2 interstitial jump, whose
energy barrier varies between 0.10 and 0.30 eV [25]. For the negative charge
state the migration energy required to form the substitutional impurity cor-
responds to the migration barrier between the Type 2 interstitial and the B1
site, i.e., 0.98 eV. As suggested above, this barrier is related to the energy
necessary to break the C−C bond formed on the B1 site.
The dissociation of the B1 substitutional helium into an interstitial-vacancy
pair requires to overcome an energy barrier of 1.41, 1.05 and 0.76 eV respec-
tively for charge +1, 0 and -1.
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Figure 8: The two trapping mechanisms (some icosahedral atoms are not shown for read-
ability): a) trapping with formation of chain-center helium substitutional; b) trapping on
the Type 3 interstitial helium site. Migration barriers associated with these mechanisms
are : c) Formation of chain center helium from Type 3 interstitial in three charge state
(dashed line corresponds to the direct interstitial jump between two Type 2 positions); d)
Type 2 - Type 3 migration with trapping from a vacancy located in an adjacent {111}
slice (stronger in negative charge state).
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From this dissociative mechanism on the chain center, two scenarios arise,
depending of the charge state. The direct interstitial mechanism has a mi-
gration energy of ≈ 1.20 eV, which corresponds to the migration between
two Type 2 interstitial helium atoms around the C−B−C chain (Fig. 9a).[25]
Therefore in p-type conditions, when the vacancies are mostly neutral or pos-
itive, they clearly act as traps: in order to fully dissociate from the vacancy, a
substitutional B1 helium has to cross the combined energy of the dissociation
and Type 2 - Type 2 migration; an upper bound for the activation energy
of this mechanism corresponds to the sum of the two steps, giving ≈ 2.3 eV
for the neutral state and ≈ 2.6 eV for the positive state (Fig. 9b). On the
other hand, in intrinsic or n-type conditions, the chain center vacancies are
negative and even reduces locally the migration barrier. Indeed with the neg-
ative B1 vacancy, Type 2 interstitial positions are still stable and the Type
2 - Type 2 jump around the chain is still possible. This jump around the
C−B−C chain has an energy barrier of ≈ 1.20 eV as reminded before, but in
the presence of the negative vacancy on the chain center, this energy barrier
drops to 0.89 eV (Fig. 8c). This means that the direct jump between two
Type 2 interstitial positions is more likely than the formation of a B1 sub-
stitutional which has an energy barrier of 0.98 eV in negative conditions for
the B1 vacancies. Thus the direct interstitial mechanism would essentially
be unaffected by negative vacancies, except from subtle correlation effects
due to the alternation of slightly different barriers.
There is a further possibility that we have not yet considered : it is the
trapping of an interstitial He by a vacancy without the formation of a substi-
tutional He. Our calculations show that this can happen when an interstitial
helium travels in a {111} slice directly above or below a chain center vacancy
(Fig. 8b). In particular, as shown in Fig. 8d, this trapping is stronger for
a negative vacancy and only moderate for a neutral and positive one. This
seems to be related both to a geometric and electrostatic effect, because in the
negative charge state the defective chain is contracted forming a C-C bond,
leaving thus more space for the Type 3 interstitial. But also for the neutral
vacancy, when the He passes through the Type 3 position, the defective chain
shrinks to a distance of 1.76 A˚, suggesting a charge transfer from the chain
end to the chain center, and an attractive electrostatic interaction between
the electron depleted He region and the electron augmented chain center; this
is coherent with the previously observed correlation between charge depletion
and He insertion[25].
The trapping tendency is now reversed with respect to the dissociative
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mechanism, where the strongest trap was the positive vacancy. Combin-
ing the two mechanisms —the dissociative and the interstitial trapping—
basically we can observe trapping from vacancies of any charge state, with
capture energies between 2.1 and 2.6 eV, and a slightly stronger effect in
p-type conditions.
4. Discussion
The results presented in the previous section help us setting up a picture
of the role of vacancies on He diffusion in boron carbide. To fix ideas let us
recall that interstitial He diffusion, without vacancies, is expected to occur
in 2D along {111} slices with an activation energy of 1.2 eV and in 3D with
a higher activation energy of 2.2 eV. [25]
Most stable vacancies, i.e., chain center ones, can migrate, at best with an
activation energy estimated at 3.7 eV through a chain-polar mechanism. In
case of high vacancy supersaturation, i.e., when the fraction of icosahedral
(polar) vacancies represents a non-negligible concentration, a direct inter-
icosahedral mechanism with 2 eV activation energy has been found.
We consider two possible vacancy driven helium diffusion mechanisms [48]:
the first, a usual vacancy mechanism, where He atoms, always in substitu-
tional positions, exchange with vacancies; the second, a dissociative mecha-
nism, where He is alternatively in substitutional and interstitial positions.
In the first case, although the exchange itself has low activation energy
(0.6 eV at best), the migration energy of the isolated vacancy is very high
(3.7 eV) ; the migration of vacancies around He are not lower than that,
and clearly high enough to exclude this mechanism to be the dominant one.
However, when the concentration of vacancy is very high the mechanism
involving only polar vacancy could be activated, with a migration energy of
2 eV; this is still higher than 2D interstitial diffusion, but slightly lower than
3D interstitial diffusion [25].
For the second case, the dissociative mechanism, we have to distinguish
two further scenarios, depending on the Fermi level position. If the material
is p-type, B1 vacancies are expected to be neutral or positive; in this case, the
vacancy will trap helium in substitutional positions and the energy landscape
will look like the one in Fig. 9b, where the activation energy, apart from
subtle correlation effects between the He-V dissociation and He interstitial
migration, is 2.3-2.6 eV.
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Figure 9: Migration energy profile for a neutral interstitial helium atom along a {111}
slice in boron carbide far from vacancies (a), encountering a chain center vacancy in the
slice (b) or approaching a chain center vacancy in a neighboring {111} slice (c). Three
charge states for the vacancy are shown.
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If, conversely, the material is n-type, vacancies are expected to be in
their negative state; in this case the dissociative mechanism is not any more
relevant, because He interstitials would easily turn around vacancies in {111}
slices with an even slightly lower barrier (0.89 eV, see Fig. 9b and dashed
line in Fig. 8c). However, vacancies in nearby {111} slices would trap He
in interstitial form (Fig. 9c) and eventually produce a similar effect as the
dissociative mechanism in p-type conditions, with an overall activation energy
that, according to the concentration of vacancies, can reach 2.1 eV.
The results reported in this paper add a piece of information in order to
interpret experiments where the mobility of He in irradiated materials is an
important parameter. In a recent experimental work of one of us[49] B4C
samples were implanted with He atoms, then annealed and He profiles were
extracted through Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA). An activation energy
of Ea = 2.03 ± 0.18 eV was obtained following a classic Arrhenius analysis
for the intra-granular diffusion of He atoms in boron carbide.
Considering only interstitial mechanisms for helium diffusion, the three-
dimensional diffusion path with an activation energy of 2.2 eV is in better
agreement with the experimental value than the two-dimensional diffusion
path with its activation energy of 1.2 eV. However, the measured profiles
are supposed to integrate the 2D and 3D diffusion and, as such, to measure
the lowest (2D) activation energy. In view of our results on the influence
of vacancies we are keen to interpret the measured activation energy as a
consequence of the presence of vacancies in the material, whose effect is to
slow down the 2D diffusion to an activation energy of ≈2 eV. Vacancies are
certainly present following He implantation in the measured sample. The
profile of the damage peak almost coincides with the one of as-implanted
He. This means that upon annealing, He can leave the damaged region
because its mobility is in any case larger than that of vacancies. However, the
vacancy concentration in the queues of the damage peak might be sufficient
to influence He diffusion. Moreover, it has been suggested that antisites
and vacancies and various forms of defective chains are difficult to avoid in
boron carbide[50, 51], which strengthens the hypothesis that vacancies may
influence He diffusion even outside of the damage peak.
We should nevertheless mention two further hypotheses excluding the
role of vacancies : the first is that self-interstitial defects might diffuse faster
than helium outside of the damaged region and provide other mechanisms
to reduce He mobility. The second is that small (immobile) He bubbles (not
visible with TEM) are formed during irradiation, and that the detrapping
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energy of He atoms from those bubbles might also affect the measured acti-
vation energy.
5. Conclusion
In summary, we presented here a first principle study of the stability
and kinetics of vacancies and substitutional He impurities in various charge
states in carbon-rich boron carbide (B4C). We showed that the most stable
vacancy, the chain center boron one, is negatively charged in intrinsic and
n-type conditions, and neutral or positive in p-type conditions. The charge
state of the chain center vacancy clearly affects its topology: the positive
and neutral vacancies correspond to wide open chains whereas the negative
vacancy is better described by a shrinked chain with a C−C bond. We also
show that, independently of the charge state, the mobility of vacancies is
very low (Emig >3 eV) at equilibrium, with a possible enhancement (Emig '
2 eV) in case of supersaturation of polar icosahedral boron vacancies.
It is found that substitutional He impurities are more favorable than
interstitial helium in presence of vacancies in p-type conditions, when chain
center vacancies are neutral or positively charged. The influence of vacancies
on helium mobility is to slow down the 2D He diffusion along {111} planes
in two possible ways : in intrinsic and n-type conditions, when vacancies are
negatively charged, 2D diffusion still occurs via an interstitial mechanism,
with trapping of interstitial helium by vacancies located in a nearby {111}
slice. In p-type conditions, diffusion occurs via a dissociative mechanism,
where He is occasionally trapped in vacancies as a substitutional impurity.
In both cases the activation energy for detrapping is slightly higher 2 eV,
which is compatible with very recents experimental results[49].
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